INTRODUCING THE ADVENTURE PACKED
SAVAGE 525 SAFARI
Bring a whole new level to outdoor adventure this weekend in the Savage 525 Safari,
another new addition to the 2012 Open Boats range.
Along with the other new models, the 525 Safari now features plate sides with 4mm
bottom sides and 2mm topsides coming standard on this model.
Also featuring the newly designed Ultra Lift Hull, the Safari can be the complete
fishing package or a family friendly dinghy and includes a host of optional extras.
The new Safari features bench seat flotation and front and rear bench seat with the
capacity to seat six people comfortably.
With its 340kg hull, the 525 Safari is perfectly suited to a 75HP engine and a 50 litre
fuel tank can be included as an optional extra.
The carpeted floor provides extra stability underfoot and also protects eyes from the
harsh glare of the sun on bare aluminium.
A deep freeboard and 2.09 metre beam make this model one of the largest and durable
open boats in Savage’s range whilst still maintaining an affordable price point.
National Account Manager Cameron Wood says the 525 Safari is another great
inclusion to the new Savage line up for 2012 and will make a popular dinghy for the
family.
“You can enjoy the weekends in the Safari and head off on a leisurely fishing trip or
explore the waterways with plenty of room for friends and family,” Cameron said.
“With masses of internal space you can easily store all the gear you need for a day of
adventure and still have enough room to reel in that big catch.”
Featuring a solid design, the Savage 525 Safari will be tough enough to face any
adventure and is backed a three year warranty.
Visit the Savage website www.savageboats.com.au to see more of the 525 Safari and
all the other models in the range.
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